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“…our partners are beginning to find synergies among themselves…”

“...we are in it for the long haul.”

“...islands of hope in a sea of trouble...”

President’s Message

In these pages last year I wrote that “the news on economic, political, and social realities

Alliances and partnerships offer the best means for citizens to change their societies

in many Latin American countries was less than promising over the past year. While this

towards more sustainable forms of progress, and at the same time to get the attention of their

news means hardship for many, especially the poor, it helps to clarify the mission of AVINA,

governments. Therefore, AVINA is trying to broker a broad new alliance.

our partners, and civil society in general.”

The world is now seen as tripartite, composed of civil society, business, and government.

At the close of the year 2001, there was no doubt about the seriousness of the Latin

Given my background in business, I am not happy that business is regarded as separate from

American situation, with critical conditions in almost all countries. The depth and reach of

society; I like to view it as the backbone of society. And in a more perfect world, government

this crisis were worse than in 2000, with impacts in the social, economic, political, and

would be indivisible from the society that it serves and that elects it.

environmental spheres.

However, given a tripartite world, AVINA is trying to help our civil society leaders team

Despite the bad global news of 2001, there are many signs that this destructive syndrome

up with business leaders, and business leaders partner with civil society organizations (CSOs).

is changing. However, I may have an overly optimistic view because I increasingly see Latin

Our motives are many. I have long argued that companies should in their own self-interest

America through the eyes of AVINA leaders, whose views tend to be more geared to the

do more to build the societies in which they operate. Company executives need to work

future, based on their confidence in the participatory processes and partnerships that are

with CSO leaders to better understand the needs of societies and to identify the opportunities

taking place throughout the region, and the advancement of their communities in their

to work to address those needs. In listening to CSOs, they will often hear of new business

efforts to build sustainable societies.

opportunities, too.

Our leaders in the Grand Chaco region, covering parts of Paraguay, Argentina, and Bolivia,
are working to empower their communities to have more say over their own destinies, working not only with local and national governments, but across borders, creating exciting and

Citizen leaders often have brilliant plans and visions but lack resources, skills in money
management, and organizational abilities. Companies can help them with all three.
AVINA’s alliance-brokering efforts have started small and simple. In Brazil and then in

encouraging ‘international local communities.’ The Chaco leaders are also an example of

Ecuador, we offered our civil society partners challenge funds if they could match them with

AVINA’s attempts to help create a cluster, a critical mass of energy for improvement where

money from companies. We also offered matching funds to socially responsible companies

conditions are ripe and leaders are available.

for financial contributions from businesses they enlisted into their social ventures. Results
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“...I increasingly see Latin America through the eyes of AVINA leaders...”

have been highly encouraging, and substantive partnerships are emerging between many of

a redefined and broadened strategic partnership with AUSJAL (the association of 28

these businesses and CSOs that previously worked in isolation. Our Brazilian leaders have

Jesuit-led universities).

been so impressed by the results and the prospects that they have asked AVINA to make
these linkages one of our top priorities in Brazil.
We are now working to institutionalize the alliance brokering throughout AVINA’s
investments for change. We want to increase the growing number of links between CSOs

AVINA continued its growth path in 2001,investing US$42.2 million and approving 201
new projects. By year-end 2001, AVINA commitments since 1995 totaled US$219.5 million,
86 percent of which has already been disbursed.
The implementation of last year’s decision to become a permanent organization caused

and my own Latin American holding company, GrupoNueva, and between CSOs and

changes in AVINA as we strive to become the reliable long-term partners our leaders need in

forward-thinking companies in each country in which we work.

their work for sustainable change. In that regard, AVINA established itself as a foundation

You will read in this report about AVINA’s thriving marine and coastal program
supporting and connecting leaders who work in Latin America and in the Mediterranean.
A key element of this initiative focuses on small islands’ economic competitiveness and
community development while preserving their natural environment. AVINA leaders have
embraced this challenge on the island of Menorca, working hand in hand with their peers
on the islands of Galapagos (Ecuador), Cayos Cochinos (Honduras), Cocos (Costa Rica),
and Coiba (Panama). This is an example of AVINA’s endeavor to build bridges of collaboration between the Iberian Peninsula and Latin America.
AVINA continues to develop its “strategic initiatives,” those long-term partnerships, often
covering a region, that have proved to be the key tool to reach broad sectors and many
countries without expanding our own structures, but taking advantage of the capacity of
other leaders and organizations. In 2001, strategic partnerships accounted for 51 percent
of AVINA’s financial investments.
We have added to the previous ones the Social Enterprise Knowledge Network (SEKN)
with Harvard Business School, installed in six Latin American countries; the Caracasbased Centro Magis partnership to support Fe y Alegría and other social projects; and

in Spain and in the United States, and registered as a legal entity in Brazil.
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I am pleased to report some of the many internal improvements that are now part of
AVINA’s organization. As we become a diversified service organization, geared towards full
partnerships with leaders, various process and management improvements are taking place,
greatly improving our capacity to serve the needs of leaders and projects.
The AVINA Council has acquired executive responsibilities; its members are now all
responsible for given geographical areas, and as a group they hold strategic responsibilities,
effectively running the operations of the organization. AVINA’s presence in Latin America
has been bolstered by expanded regional representations: in Brazil and for the Andean
countries (from Chile to Venezuela); also new local representatives were selected in
Montevideo, Patagonia, Santa Cruz de la Sierra (Bolivia), and Santiago (Chile).
AVINA now has five “service centers” with the responsibility of supporting representatives
and AVINA leaders in achieving their goals. As part of the transition, Lloyd Timberlake,
who was involved in planning the foundation since before it began its operations, has left
the Council to become director of special projects in my office. I want to thank him for his
outstanding contributions to AVINA.
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Much has been achieved in a short but intensive period of change that is now basically
concluded, and the AVINA team can concentrate on working with its partners over the
long haul.

pain, and uncertainty. On occasion, those islands seem to be sinking, like atolls in the Pacific
overwhelmed by climate change.
But on deeper reflection I see them rising above the waves, spreading and linking due to the

We now offer much more than funding, and in fact the funding has become less relevant
as our most successful leaders have many options for obtaining financial support. Many
are content simply to be part of the ‘AVINA informal network of leaders.’ We now use the

efforts of leaders devoted to engaged democracy, human dignity, universal education, the rule of
law, and environmental management.
I want to thank my AVINA colleagues throughout the Americas and Europe – many directly

Spanish term acompañamiento to describe our relationship with our partners: the consistent

suffering the misfortunes of their own societies – for maintaining their optimism and energy,

presence of our local representatives and their teams in working with AVINA leaders, offer-

while working so hard to help our partners realize their goals.

ing expertise, contacts, and lessons learned.
Through this informal network, our partners are beginning to find synergies among themselves, and they often take the initiative to gather, to cooperate, to support one another, and
to develop their own alliances.
When I first made business investments in Latin America more than two decades ago, I
decided I would be involved in the region for the long term. This approach still holds; while

Stephan Schmidheiny

other investors leaped in and out – often at the wrong times and with consequent financial
losses – I persevered, and continue to believe that my faith will be rewarded. I approach my
foundation’s operations in the same way; we are in it for the long haul.
Negative stock market trends and the widespread crises in Latin America have taken their
toll on the investments from which I fund AVINA. Fortunately, my companies have managed
– after some heavy write-offs in previous years – to improve their performances. This will
allow me to keep working on a solution for the long-term financial sustainability of AVINA.
As I said to all AVINA and GrupoNueva members at the end of last year: “It is for our own
benefit that our companies and the foundation play an important role in the building of a
better Latin America, since no business or foundation can be successful in a failed society.”
In the complex richness of Latin America, I see islands of hope in a sea of trouble, human
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VINA’s partnerships with leaders have evolved over time, becoming more
focused and results-oriented. During 2001, we concentrated on approaches
that we describe in detail in the following section: four stories about ways
in which our partners are opening opportunities for communities to design and
construct their sustainable futures.

A
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Business-Society Links

Brazil Bridges

18

What would happen if companies and civil society
organizations joined forces? Could they share resources
and know-how in ways that would benefit both?

19

S

UCCESSFUL COMPANIES HAVE FINANCIAL RESOURCES, OR G A N I Z ATIONAL ABILITY,

and power to influence governments, but tend to focus exclusively on market conditions
and earnings, leaving social issues to the public sector. Successful citizens’ groups often lack
finances, organizational skills, and political influence, but understand the ills of their societies
and have plans for cures.

W hat would happen if companies and civil society organizations (CSOs) joined forces? Could they
share resources and know-how in ways that would benefit both?
Since AVINA was starting from scratch in Brazil, we decided to begin experimenting with this sort of
match-making there, encouraging our leaders to form partnerships with the private sector – companies
and individuals. To get CSOs and companies into a dialog, and to promote local fundraising, we offered
some CSOs ‘challenge funds,’ matching money they raised from majority Brazilian-owned companies
or Brazilian citizens.
Almost without exception, our partners went out and, to their surprise, succeeded in matching our
challenge funds. Many began building long-term relationships based on shared objectives.
In Manaus, Carlos Miller showed how a business partnership can work. Carlos runs a CSO in the
Amazon teaching people how to farm that fragile ecosystem in ways that do not destroy it. His Instituto de
Permacultura da Amazonia (IPA), established in 1998, manages a demonstration plot on donated land that
was completely degraded, leaving little but dirt and weeds. Carlos recruited unemployed young men from
an adjacent shantytown who, under his leadership, evolved into a team of trained agricultural technicians.
They were able to reclaim the land in three years, and produce impressive agricultural harvests. In the
process, his demonstration plot has generated widespread interest in the region.
He had the equivalent of US$15,000 to match, and worked in collaboration with a business partner
who believed in permacultura and was well respected in the Manaus free-trade zone. They worked tirelessly
to change a local law so that software companies operating in the Manaus free-trade zone got a better tax
break when donating to organizations like IPA.

Partnerships between business and civil society leaders can produce intriguing results. On the previous pages,
girls from poor neighborhoods perform ballet as part of a partnership project between a local civic organization
and a leading Brazilian oil company. AVINA supports the business federation of Rio de Janeiro – FIRJAN –
in broadening such initiatives. Carlos Miller (far left) has built business alliances with local partners in the
Amazon, while Rosiska Darcy created a network of prominent women to promote women’s issues in Brazil.

“With AVINA, we were ‘forced’ to diversify and prioritize our private
sector relationships – which has been very good,” says Carlos.
“Personally, I am working to construct a real ‘bridge’ between the
national private sector and Amazonian civil society organizations.”
20
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AVINA’s support allowed Vera to focus on a sector most civil society
organizations overlook: wealthy Rio families. She developed a
database of 200 wealthy families, designed a strategy around them,
organized events for them, and called them personally. It worked.

Vera Cordeiro (next page, far right) improved her program for poor families with seriously ill children
in Rio de Janeiro by working with companies and wealthy individuals. Her eff o rt s, supported by
AVINA, provide not charity but income-generating solutions for those families.

Carlos now has three business partners prepared to assist his agricultural CSO, and many more prospects.
The new law will help all Manaus-based CSOs.
“With AVINA, we were ‘forced’ to diversify and prioritize our private sector relationships – which has
been very good,” says Carlos. “Personally, I am working to construct a real ‘bridge’ between the national
private sector and Amazonian CSOs. You know that in the Amazon this is not easy, but we have already
managed to achieve some real progress here.”
Former hospital doctor Vera Cordeiro succeeded beyond anyone’s, including her own, expectations,
raising US$82,292 to ‘match’ a US$50,000 AVINA grant.
Last year, we described Vera’s Renascer (Rebirth) organization, which works with children who have
chronic diseases, and their families, providing a range of services from post-hospital medical care to helping
the parents find jobs. Despite the obvious fund-raising potential of such work, Renascer faced constant
financial uncertainty, even with valuable pro bono advice from the consulting firm McKinsey.
AVINA’s support allowed Vera to focus on a sector most CSOs overlook: wealthy Rio families. She
developed a database of 200 wealthy families, designed a strategy around them, organized events for them
(dinners, auctions, speakers), and called them personally. It worked.
“I believe that there is a pre-AVINA Renascer and a post-AVINA Renascer,” says Vera. “The contract
with AVINA has ended, and we continue to hold events, speeches, and make contacts with business people
in a much more consistent manner, perceiving that our institutional culture has changed. That is, when we
contact individuals or businesses, we have the deep conviction that the partnership will be good for both
sides. At times, we even have the feeling that the business, institution, or individual will gain much more
from the partnership with Renascer than Renascer itself!”
Vera says the matching grant helped her cross two important boundaries: “the psychological barrier, to
feel the right and responsibility to go to business people, showing them the importance of constructing a
more just society, through partnerships of business people and CSOs; and the financial barrier, giving us
the structure and incentive to seek contacts with business people and influential people from civil society.”
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Another grant matching fund success is Rosiska Darcy de Oliveira, co-founder of Instituto de Ação
Cultural (IDAC), who has spent the last three decades promoting women’s leadership in Brazil and
internationally. In response to a US$30,000 AVINA challenge fund, she raised US$31,000, mainly by
organizing a group of ‘influential women’ to promote her cause.
“Before the AVINA project, IDAC had never tried to establish solid relationships involving financial
support and collaboration with the private sector,” she said. But she is frank in listing the four problems
she faced: “the large disparity between the demand from community projects and the offer of support from
influential women; the absence of tax incentives to stimulate social investment by individuals and businesses; the tradition in most companies of investing in social actions performed by the company and not
by other social and community entities; and the absence of a clearer policy of social responsibility, which
results in each business responding in a fragmented manner to the myriad requests it receives, with little
concern for follow-up and evaluation of results.”
She adds: “The bridges and paths of interaction between different actors, such as influential women
and female community leaders, are not a given. They must be constructed in a gradual process of
‘approximation,’ through which the relationships of trust, solidarity, and reciprocity are strengthened.”
Rosiska got more than money out of her relations with the private sector: “We learned the importance
of using companies’ abilities and know-how, such as techniques of management and administration, in
achieving efficiency of social and community projects.”
Francisco Azevedo did not get an AVINA challenge fund, as he works on the ‘other side’ of the bridges
AVINA is trying to help build. Francisco now is executive director of the Fundação Telemig Celular in
Belo Horizonte, an organization which helps business get involved in solving social problems. Our project,
building on an innovative grant he received from the Kellogg Foundation, helped him replicate his experience in Rio, partnering with the Federation of Industries of the State of Rio de Janeiro (FIRJAN).
They identify private sector partners, prepare database and consulting materials, set up an advising
center, provide consulting services to business leaders, and promote corporate social responsibility. With
FIRJAN’s support, Francisco organized seminars and visits to businesses to help them build effective social
projects. He also assisted in the creation of a Nucleus for Social Responsibility, a regional professional
consulting and training center to spread best practices, which is housed in FIRJAN.
Francisco says that companies can benefit from association with CSOs: “The company I work in got a
lot out of my association with AVINA, because much of the knowledge acquired in the implementation
of the project can be applied to the company. The AVINA leaders’ network also became an important
support in the social projects developed in the company, including the formation of new partnerships.”
And many of AVINA’s ‘challenged’ leaders have benefited from the efforts and advice of Francisco
and FIRJAN.
Says he: “The greatest challenges in the area of social responsibility are linked to raising awareness
among businesses that social projects should be part of the company’s business, since they strengthen
the company’s image in society and among consumers. Another challenge is linked to the way
companies see their endeavors: many companies see themselves in a helper role, without any vision
of social transformation.”
Yet this is changing, and Francisco’s frontline view of this change gives both AVINA and its partners
hope for our bridge-building endeavors: “Every day I perceive that the private sector is more aware that
its role in society is not limited to generating profits. Companies have a more important task than this:
to contribute to the construction of an economically strong and socially just society. Only with this will
they manage to survive in the future.”
■

■
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Business-Society Links
By Peter S. Cleaves

razil is an enormous country facing challenges that
dwarf the resources of any one company, foundation, or government. In 1999, we asked ourselves:
“Should AVINA even attempt to work in Brazil?
What can we add that might make a difference?”
Our initial assessment seemed to uncover a ‘missing link.’
In Brazil, government and business have collaborated since
colonial times to promote economic development. Civil society organizations (CSOs) have emerged in great numbers
over the past three decades. They typically provide social
services beyond the capability or authority of government,
and work in tandem with or in counterpart to the public
sector. The missing link was any reinforcing relationship
between business and CSOs. In fact, these two sectors
have held opinions of each other that are frequently tainted
by prejudice and suspicion.
We thought that the business sector needs a healthy, educated, productive, and secure society to prosper at home and
abroad, while social organizations aspire to extend their best
practices and beliefs more widely to serve Brazilian society.
Neither sector believes that government alone can create
satisfactory conditions for sustainable growth and significant
social and environmental betterment. An alliance between
CSOs and business could bring new resources and thinking
to confront Latin America’s development challenge.
AVINA began testing this hypothesis in Brazil in 2000,
and later in Ecuador. We used the same approach that has
characterized AVINA from its founding: identify and work
with individuals in business and civil society with clear
leadership attributes who are committed to building a
better Brazilian and Iberoamerican society. Most of the

civil society leaders we met had had little or no experience with the private sector. Most of the business leaders
intuitively felt that CSOs had much to offer but were
uncertain of how to approach them. AVINA became a
catalyst to encourage communication, collaboration, joint
endeavors, and mutual support.
Results began to show in 2001. CSO leaders have discovered that financial support from the private sector, while
important, is just one of the resources businesses can bring
to social enterprises. Others include organizational skills,
new contacts, and a knack for planning for the future.
Business leaders have learned that their engagement beyond
their companies and neighborhoods builds loyalty among
their employees and new respect in society.
In synergistic meetings at the end of 2000 and 2001,
leaders from both sectors asked AVINA to make building
bridges a top priority. They said that AVINA’s corporate
origins, combined with a commitment to sustainable development, gave us an advantage in helping support these
alliances. AVINA’s results-oriented philanthropic style was
reassuring to business partners. Our non-sectarian, multifaceted interpretation of social development was compatible
with the outlook of civil society leaders.
In 2001, AVINA responded positively to the request by
affirming our intention to work several years in Brazil. We
invited five outstanding individuals from our leadership
group to be Coordenadores Regionais (regional coordinators) to further develop and help implement the strategy.
Aside from expanding our activities in support of these
alliances, we will be seeking many other partners to join
us in helping provide the missing link.

B
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Fe y Alegría /AUSJAL
Strategic Initiatives

“We cannot afford to continue turning out successful
professionals in failed societies,” says Father Luis Ugalde, SJ.

AVINA saw the whole program as spectacularly cost-effective,
and there began a long path of mutual exploration with
some Jesuit leaders in the educational field. Instead of cultural
differences, we found cultural synergies.

AVINA forms strategic initiatives (long-term partnerships) with proven leaders and institutions. On the
previous page, Father Luis Ugalde greets a group of Fe y Alegría children as part of their year-end activities.
The program offers poor children quality education and the opportunities to learn, play, and contemplate a
future with more dignity. Fe y Alegría uses a wide range of communications media to garner support.

“

W

E CANNOT AFFORD TO CONTINUE TURNING OUT SUCCESSFUL PROFESSIONALS

in failed societies,” says Father Luis Ugalde, SJ. The remark sums up the frustration
of Fr. Ugalde, a Jesuit, and many educators – religious and lay – across Latin America.

As a Jesuit publication added: “We must ask ourselves about the causes of this difference between the
individual success of many of our graduates and the disaster of our societies.”
Having asked this question, Fr. Ugalde has tried many answers. A decade ago, as rector of the Andrés
Bello Catholic University in Caracas, he instituted the teaching of ethics in all career paths, feeling that
“all graduates need a new understanding of the contemporary reality of Venezuela and, in particular, of the
current crisis and the necessary change we are called to effect.” Those words are perhaps more relevant
today than they were then.
More recently, and more reluctantly, he has tried what many brave people in Latin America have done for
centuries: speaking truth to power. In his weekly newspaper column, Fr. Ugalde, addressing the Venezuelan
president directly, asked him why he did not abandon the theater play he was staging, in which, like a
teenager, he “plays the role of a revolutionary hero of a nonexistent revolution? Why don’t you start to think
about the real Venezuela – not the one you prefer to imagine – and take responsibility as an adult for the
true effects of your words and actions?”
However, he warns those looking for shortcuts not to assume that the country has hit rock bottom and
that anything would be better than the current government: “Beware! Argentines thought 30 years ago
that they had reached the bottom, and even now they continue going downwards.” This was published
before the Argentine devaluation debacle.
He has called upon those of all political factions to undertake the “serious changes we have to make if
we are to rescue democratic governance, reduce poverty, and create real opportunities (economic, social,
and political) to improve the battered human dignity in Venezuela.”
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But these stirring quotes give the wrong impression of Fr. Ugalde. Like so many of his fellow Jesuits,
he spends much of his time educating and coordinating the education of youth in Venezuela and across
Latin America. Over one million Latin American children who otherwise would not have access to basic
education, study in the Fe y Alegría schools. At the other end of the educational spectrum, the Jesuits
administer 28 respected private universities.
There is a great deal of irony in AVINA’s decision to turn our work with the Jesuits into two strategic
alliances (Fe y Alegría and the universities). Before the foundation began operations, we made two firm
rules: no partnerships with political organizations and none with religious organizations. (We have stuck
by the first.) Later, we did a massive study of the social opportunities and challenges in Latin America.
We concluded that education was not going to be a priority because the enormity of the task greatly
exceeded the capacity of a private foundation. Resources applied to education, especially basic education,
were likely to produce few tangible results.
This view changed dramatically when we came across the work of the Fe y Alegría schools, which provide high-quality, inexpensive education to Latin American children mostly in poor communities with
no or only under-funded state schools. Over the past 45 years, Jesuits throughout Latin America have
been dedicating most of their time after their usual work to go to these neighborhoods to administer and
teach at the Fe y Alegría schools, also working with community leaders to generate other social projects.
The students’ families built most of the schools by hand.
AVINA saw the whole program as spectacularly cost-effective, and there began a long path of mutual
exploration with some Jesuit leaders in the educational field. Instead of cultural differences, we found
cultural synergies. In their very different scales, both the Society of Jesus and AVINA are organizations
trying to stretch resources as far as possible. We understood one another.
One idea they were developing provides a systemic response to the dilemma of “successful professionals
in failed societies;” they wanted to create an educational continuum, integrating all levels of education
(from primary to postgraduate, and including research and development institutes) by establishing common
threads. These include ethical values that lead to a vision of human dignity achieved through sustainable

The Andrés Bello Catholic University of Caracas is one of 28 in the AUSJAL
network. The poor, rundown urban neighborhood surrounding the university campus
graphically highlights that tension between professional excellence and societal failure
described by Father Ugalde (below).

He has called upon those of all political factions to undertake the
“serious changes we have to make if we are to rescue democratic
governance, reduce poverty, and create real opportunities to improve
the battered human dignity in Venezuela.”
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progress. They also include defining the responsibilities of the institutions of higher education for the basic
needs and rights of those in primary education, opening ways for students and academics in the former to
provide regular services to primary schools.
One of our first joint efforts demonstrated the potential of this strategic alliance. AVINA made a loan to
Fr. Ugalde and his team; they used it to turn a weedy lot in Eastern Venezuela into an operating university
in less than two years. Fr. Ugalde’s determination and clarity of vision brought together many business
persons, academics, and students, all of whom worked with inspiring unity of purpose.
At about the same time, AVINA representatives in several countries started investing in local Fe y
Alegría schools. In 2000, all individual projects were integrated under the coordination and programs of
the Centro Magis, which opened in 2000 in the facilities of a ‘social park’ built by Ugalde’s university
students in Caracas. The strategic challenge for Centro Magis is to help the 1,000 Fe y Alegría schools to
continue providing high-quality education amid social situations that are often deteriorating; normally in
hard times, poor parents take their children out of schools. The center also wants to help turn the schools
into a viable network allowing for cross-fertilization between countries and experiences and for fundraising from international donors.
Centro Magis represents a new level of decentralization for AVINA, since it is designed to represent the
AVINA partnership to all projects of Fe y Alegría and other Jesuit-sponsored social promotion networks
in Latin America.
Consistent with the educational continuum concept, AVINA developed another strategic initiative with
AUSJAL (Asociación de Universidades Confiadas a la Compañía de Jesús en América Latina), which
coordinates the transformation of the 28 Jesuit-led higher education institutions throughout the region.
These are seeking to become more relevant actors for sustainable social transformation in their own
countries and for the region as a whole. This begins with their own need to gather resources so that they
can avoid being educators only of those elite members of society who are often adverse to change.
The concept of sustainability, with its focus on the needs of the present and of future generations, has
helped create levels of deep understanding and mutual respect between two very different groups: one
Catholic, with centuries of experience in education, the other a lay foundation created by a Protestant
businessman that was designed to operate in areas other than education.
This is no great surprise to Fr. Ugalde. Since his arrival in Venezuela in 1957, he has preached and
practiced the need to work across all disparate sectors of society and to establish links beyond the
immediate reach of each sector. He has directed the various institutions he has administered to work
with business leaders and corporations to find ways to put society on a path of more sustainable
progress. He studied and promoted concepts like corporate social responsibility early on.
AVINA believes that the notion of ‘enlightened self interest’ can move business people and the better
off to understand that they cannot flourish in societies that fail. Fr. Ugalde has taken that concept further,
dubbing it “selfish solidarity,” practiced by those who “seek the good of others because they understand
that if there is no viable life for others, there will be none for them; if there is no life and dignity for all,
there will be no viable governance; if the world, politics, the economy exclude most people, soon there
will be no peace, security, coexistence for anybody.”
His often critical voice is occasionally directed at the church, where he sometimes finds ambiguity
and a lack of willingness to establish alliances: “some of the most sincere and authentic in the defense of
the poor majority have demonized capital and private investment, so they deny the indispensable means
for employment and production, in whose absence there is no dignified life for 15 million Venezuelans.”
But overall, Fr. Ugalde’s main goal is to ‘open spaces’ for others, encouraging others to take the
initiative, to lead. As with many other outstanding Latin American leaders, and AVINA leaders, he
is an expert at doing a lot, while getting others involved and convincing them that they can do it all
by themselves.
■

■
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Strategic Initiatives
By Brizio Biondi Morra

VINA works with leaders, who become our partners.
Some partnerships grow and expand over time until
we see them as strategic initiatives.
These always involve long-term partnerships
with leaders whose institutions have significant influence
in their areas of expertise and generally have extensive
geographic reach. These leaders and institutions are
‘centers of excellence’ in issues of importance to sustainable
development and provide a platform for many others, in the
continent and beyond.
We expect that such partnerships will achieve broad results,
even globally; that the notion of “what works” in a given area
of expertise will be transformed, and that innovations in key
concepts will flow through networks of those involved in the
same type of work.
We now have eight strategic initiatives. Three directly involve
higher education. The Alliance for Global Sustainability
(AGS) is a consortium of four science universities on three
continents working on the technical side of sustainable development. The Asociación de Universidades Confiadas a la
Compañía de Jesús en América Latina (AUSJAL), an
association of 28 Jesuit-led universities in Latin America,
aims to improve their capacity to work together and to update
their systems and approaches to high education. The Social
Enterprise Knowledge Network (SEKN) comes out of
Harvard Business School and helps Latin American universities research and teach the management of civil society
organizations.
Not only do we have these three bodies communicating
with one another, but they provide a basis for AVINA to judge
its partnerships with others in higher education.
Fe y Alegría is a broad network of basic education of high
quality and low cost, reaching over a million poorer students

throughout Latin America. Our work with it helps us judge other
basic education partnerships.
The Centro Latinoamericano para la Competitividad
y el Desarrollo Sostenible (CLACDS) is based at INCAE
business school, but seeks with political leaders ways in which
sustainable development can improve national competitiveness
throughout Latin America.
These lessons are important for Endeavor, which develops
new mechanisms for promoting innovative entrepreneurship
in the region. FUNDES also promotes entrepreneurship, but
among the regions’ small and medium enterprises.
Ashoka initially defined the notion of social entrepreneur
and made it a standard for social change in many societies
worldwide. With AVINA, Ashoka developed a comprehensive
Latin America program and strengthened its own operations.
The AVINA and Ashoka networks challenge and learn from
one another.
We see three main ways in which strategic initiatives
contribute to the AVINA mission and goal of building
sustainable societies:

A

VALUE CREATION: Strategic initiatives extend networks
that already exist. By partnering with the leaders and institutions, AVINA helps to increase the impact of already proven
ideas, extending their reach and coverage, adding many new
leaders to the networks.
■

■

VALUE AUGMENTATION: Strategic initiatives interact

with our work with local leaders, broadening their scope of
contacts and providing cutting-edge knowledge about their
areas of expertise.
■ VALUE LEVERAGE: Strategic initiatives have proved
to be able to attract other sources of support, providing a
higher-than-usual leverage effect.
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Clusters and Networks

The Grand Chaco
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“The Chaco is power, a resource, a promise, a history, and an
identity that insists that we stand up and raise our voices so that
the Chaco is heard and becomes the best that it can be…”
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The Grand Chaco
BRAZIL
BOLIVIA

Tarija ■

PARAGUAY
■ Asuncion

Cordoba ■
ARGENTINA

Clusters of leaders in the three Chacos are taking charge of their future while building their networks. On the previous
page, AVINA partners from Bolivia, Argentina, and Paraguay discuss ways to implement their tri-national sustainability
action plan. Ways of making a living in the Chaco stretch from hunting and fishing to modern commerce.

“

T

HE CHACO IS POWER, A RESOURCE, A PROMISE, A HISTORY, AND AN IDENTITY

that insists that we stand up and raise our voices so that the Chaco is heard and
becomes the best that it can be,” said Lucrecia Gil Villanueva of Argentina.

The Chaco? What is this vast, multinational, remote, rich, poor, modern, stone-age region of which
few people in the world have ever heard?
Covering more than one million square kilometers, it stretches over parts of northeast Argentina,
northwest Paraguay, and southeast Bolivia. It is a single forest ecosystem of plants and animals, mostly
hot and mostly dry, the second largest wooded area of South America after the Amazon. Until now,
much of it has served as an unofficial wildlife refuge, as its hostile climate and lack of water kept human
numbers low. But things are changing.
Hunter-gatherer indigenous people live next to web-surfing indigenous farmers. It is among the poorer
regions on earth, but Bolivian Chaco soil covers tens of billions of dollars worth of natural gas. Some of
the cheapest farmland imaginable, the Chaco’s very emptiness offers the possibility of new road connections across the continent, linking the Atlantic and Pacific. The Paraguayan and Bolivian parts of the
Chaco hold few people; but the problem in the Argentine Chaco is to keep young people from leaving
the land and moving into urban slums further south in their country.
The Chaco is also home to a cluster of AVINA leaders who are busy dealing with its complexities and
contradictions. Lucrecia works with civil society groups over a 40,000-square-kilometer area of Argentina,
trying to encourage them to take charge of their own destinies.
All the AVINA leaders interact with each other through their Correspondence Committee,
a transnational organization of five leaders from each of the three countries that looks for support and
helps to promote initiatives of social, environmental, and economic development. The committee
has a common vision of the sustainability of the region and helps unite local governments and civil
society groups in that vision.
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The committee also provides a neutral space in which leaders can create a management model to
develop the Grand Chaco ‘from the bottom up.’ It establishes boundaries between what is necessary, what
would be nice, and what must be avoided.
Because of the Chaco’s traditional emptiness and inhospitability, responsibility for it customarily sits in
the dusty bottom drawers of minor bureaucrats in distant capitals. This neglect makes it hard for civil
society organizations (CSOs) in the region to get things done through government channels, but it also
allows them to work with little government interference and to work together as if national borders did
not exist.
“We are no longer willing to accept imposed programs from the outside that we, more than anyone,
know will not work. We want successful, sustainable models, because this is the place where we choose to
live and where our children will live,” says Enrique Ratzlaff, a Paraguayan Mennonite pastor, psychologist,
and former congressman.
With help from Paraguayan and US organizations, Enrique formed the Foundation for Sustainable
Development of the Chaco. Today he runs a group to strengthen cooperation among civil leaders of the
Argentine, Bolivian, and Paraguayan Chaco under their own Action Plan for Sustainable Development.
Enrique travels frequently to the most distant Chaco corners in the name of what he calls the workshop
on wheels, a traveling seminar that aims to train at least 100 leaders in the three countries.
The empowerment process is well advanced in Bolivia, where the gas companies provide a handy focal
point for CSO concerns. Citizens’ groups are not opposed to gas development; but they do want the
resulting wealth to support sustainable human development and protect nature.
AVINA leader Rodrigo Ayala, working to strengthen CSOs in the Bolivian Chaco, says: “The Chaco
is more than an area: it is a way of seeing life and a way of perceiving space and time. It puts life as an
absolute priority; it offers an opportunity to face development in a different way, a battle front where it
is possible to defeat misery, abuse, and the destruction of nature.”
Rodrigo recalls a threatening moment when the gas companies lobbied the Bolivian government to
defeat efforts to create a nature park in the gas-rich, hilly Aguarague region. Local leaders worked with
the Bolivian protected-areas officials to develop a management process and quickly slipped a draft law
before the National Congress, which passed it.

Much of the Chaco is arid, dusty and challenging to human plans and ambitions.
However, it is a productive region for those who find ways of living within its ecological means.

A bond has begun to develop among these once
hostile groups as all realize they confront the same
sustainable development challenges.
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Eddy Arce works in Bolivia to help unite the scattered Tapieté indigenous people; Wilmar Stahl
teaches farming methods and computing to indigenous peoples in Paraguay; Guillermo Stahringer teaches
sustainable forestry management and farming in the Argentine Chaco. Communication between this
cluster of leaders means that they learn from and nurture one another.
Eddy’s project is itself international, in that the Tapieté people live mostly in Bolivia, but also across
the border in Paraguay. The tribe is still trying to reunite itself after the scattering effects of the bloody
War of the Chaco (1932-1935) between the neighboring countries. Eddy remembers how in October
Elena Tronco, more than 80 years old, embraced her two sisters who live in Paraguay and who were
separated by war some 70 years ago.
“I have more than 90 more relatives I want to meet before I die,” said Doña Elena.
The greatest cultural diversity is in the Paraguayan Chaco, where indigenous hunter-gatherers,
Brazilian immigrant farmers, and Mennonites speaking an old form of German live side by side. A bond
has begun to develop among these once hostile groups as all realize they confront the same sustainable
development challenges.
The original Mennonite European communities faced up to the Chaco heat, dust, and drought and
developed a thriving dairy economy. Their prosperity attracted indigenous neighbors, but that prosperity
has had its costs in terms of deforestation and rising salinity in once productive areas. Thus AVINA is
backing several leaders working on sustainable agriculture.
Enrique Dyck is director of the Cooperative Association of Mennonites of Paraguay and runs two
projects which AVINA helps fund. One tries to increase cooperation between farming and non-farming
communities; the other develops and tries to spread farming methods that are compatible with the
Chaco’s fragile resource base.
“The Chaco ecosystem allows production, but it must be types of production that keep the ecosystem
healthy,” says Enrique, whose research does not take place in laboratories. In 2001, there were some
65 ‘on farm research’ projects scattered on private property across the Chaco, where neighbors had a
first-hand view of what worked and did not work.
Almost 60 percent of the Grand Chaco territory is in Argentina (with about 3.6 million inhabitants),
while a quarter is in Paraguay (with 140,000 people), and 15 percent in Bolivia (with 233,000 inhabitants).
The main problem with the Argentine section is rapid emigration by young people who cannot find the jobs
and construct the lives they want. Much of the Argentine segment has also been severely deforested. Many
of the indigenous groups seek to live sustainably, in close harmony with nature, taking only what they need.
This is a hard goal to realize when competing with cultures whose philosophy is to take what they can get.
Thus most of the AVINA leaders in the Argentine Chaco try to help people live better, but still within
the means of the ecosystem – leaders like Guillermo Stahringer and Lucrecia Gil, whose work we have
mentioned. Others are more specialized; Hugo Bertino breeds goats, helping small farmers make more
money by farming sustainable amounts of these eat-anything animals on the right sorts of land.
It is rustic, grass-roots work, but backed up by some sophisticated business planning, in that the farmers
sell baby goats for meat, and goat milk and cheese to the many ecotourism inns and hotels that are
springing up in this scenic region.
“We are looking for ways to improve production and looking for new farming alternatives; these include
working with ecotourism centers and producing aromatic herbs, among other things,” says Hugo.
There are two ways of looking at the Grand Chaco. You can marvel at how little has been accomplished there. Or you can marvel at the size of the huge opportunity this region offers to get things
right. AVINA and its partners in the region tend toward the latter view. There is now a critical mass
of social entrepreneurs in the Chaco, seeking to make it an example of multinational regional
sustainable progress.
■

■
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Clusters and Networks
By Peter Fuchs

synergies. The Representative tries to interconnect them,

magine you want to make a fire. You would look for a
place where there is a high chance of finding a lot of
firewood. Then, you would gather many sticks and
logs together, because you know that with a single log
it is difficult to light a fire. Even with only two or three, it is
difficult. A serious fire requires a pile of wood. Logs must
be in close contact to create synergy. Of course, you would
also build your fire where a fire is needed.
Synergy is the core of AVINA’s approach. To create
synergies for social change, you need a place where there
is good chance of readiness for such change, where there
are several leaders already working for a more sustainable society. We call such an opportunity a cluster. One
of our Representatives’ tasks is to identify such clusters
and to try to strengthen the existing efforts of the leaders
who form it. They identify the leaders with whom AVINA
would like to associate.
Often, the leaders within a cluster do not even
know of each other’s initiatives nor of the potential for

I

geographically, thematically, or both. Thus informal
networks start growing, creating important exchanges of
information and cooperation. We see this as a systemic
approach to philanthropy, believing that social change
has to be based on connecting, intersectorial efforts
among all these leaders in as many sectors of activity as
possible. AVINA enhances and catalyzes these networks
and offers platforms for virtual or personal encounters
of the leaders.
The Grand Chaco is one of the examples. But there
are many more: the strategic planning initiatives in
Patagonia; the education network and the corporate social
responsibility network that cross borders; the cultural
network in which leaders of many regions exchange their
views; and many other thematic or geographical networks.
The ever more frequent overlapping of all these networks
will enhance the overall objective of developing a more
sustainable society.

■
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Marine Initiatives

Menorca
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It has a mixed economy of tourism, fishing, farming and other
enterprises. AVINA leaders there, in their various ways, are trying to
help their fellow Menorcans define, and then implement, their own
vision of sustainable development for their 70,000 hectares.
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We share lessons learned on Menorca among AVINA leaders
working on other islands, including the Galápagos, and then bring
those leaders’ experiences to our Menorca partners.

The sea has traditionally dominated life on the Mediterranean island of Menorca.
Tourism, served by artisans such as that on the previous page, now provides work
and income for many.

“

I

W ORK AS AN OCTOPUS, NOT AS A GIRAFFE,” SAYS CONXA JUANOLA. T H AT IS THE

trouble with working on a small island, where everyone knows everyone else. People like
people to be the same, not to stick up or stick out.

So helping change things on an island requires tact, diplomacy, and the ability to do everything while
being seen to let others do everything.
Menorca, a Mediterranean island of 70,000 permanent inhabitants on 70,000 hectares, is the least
touristed of the Spanish Balearics. Much of the interior of this ‘minor island,’ as the Romans called it,
is relatively empty, compared to its better known neighbor, Mallorca. Splendid archaeological sites dot
the island.
It has a mixed economy of tourism, fishing, farming and other enterprises. AVINA leaders there,
in their various ways, are trying to help their fellow Menorcans define, and then implement, their own
vision of sustainable development for their 70,000 hectares.
We share lessons learned on Menorca among AVINA leaders working on other islands, including the
Galápagos, and then bring those leaders’ experiences to our Menorca partners. AVINA’s relations with
the Menorcan leaders help us learn how to approach diverse local situations. The Menorca projects stem
from a joint effort of our marine team and our Madrid office, working with leaders in Spain and promoting
links between Spain and Latin America.
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UNESCO declared Menorca a Biosphere Reserve, but, oddly, did not include any marine zones. Conxa,
with her many more than eight arms, has worked with various branches of the Menorcan government,
both insular and urban, and with various fishermen’s groups and dive companies to create the island’s first
marine reserve. She helped the fishermen understand better what they already knew at heart: fish conservation keeps them in the fishing business; they do not have to join the tourist industry.
“Fishermen contribute significantly to our culture; converting them to the tourist service sector would
mean losing part of our culture and popular wisdom,” argues Conxa. “Sustainable development cannot
depend on economic profitability alone.”
She was delighted when a second group requested their own marine reserve in another part of the island.
Another low-key, multi-armed AVINA leader is Sergi Mari, a member of the scientific organization
Menorcan Institute of Studies (IME) who believes that “sustainable development is not a steady state;
it is a style of constant reflection and improvement. To know if we are making progress, we must know
where we are and in which direction we are moving. And this should not be known only by a small group
of experts, but by society as a whole.”
So the IME prepared a battery of 400 environmental indicators for the island. Realizing that this
was a bit complex, Sergi proposed reducing the number to 10, but letting society choose the indicators
in a number of meetings involving people from academia, government, municipalities, NGOs, tourist
and energy companies, fishing groups, and neighborhood associations.

Fishermen are improving their techniques so they can harvest the sea sustainably,
maintaining both their own incomes and a key feature of Menorcan culture. They are
also becoming more active in a debate among civil society and business organizations
over options for sustainable development on Menorca.

“Fishermen contribute significantly to our culture; converting them
to the tourist service sector would mean losing part of our culture and
popular wisdom,” argues Conxa. “Sustainable development cannot
depend on economic profitability alone.”
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“This will be the first serious environmental monitoring program in Spain,” Sergi maintains. He hopes
the system will keep people meeting periodically, get reported in the press periodically, and become the
common reference system for making decisions to promote the positive and minimize the negative.
Miquel Camps is, the other two AVINA leaders agree, “the most visionary leader we have in Menorca,
able to move others and find consensus even in our ‘tight’ island society,” said one of them.
Miquel noticed that during the long, lonely Menorcan winters, people met; there is some sort of
association or NGO for every 1,000 inhabitants. However, these are not structured or coordinated and
lack common vision or objectives.
So Miquel helped establish an NGO forum to encourage the groups to share the objective of sustainable
development, and has worked behind the scenes to make this happen by promoting courses and proposing
common projects to solve identified common problems. Since 1999, Miquel has put together at least two
courses and at least two common campaigns per year. He also helped to re-open the Camí de Cavalls, an
old pack-animal road that goes around the island, to organize camping trips to motivate young people to
get more involved, to create alliances between NGOs for common goals, and to help the town of Alaior
produce its own Agenda 21 for sustainable development.
Since no one on Menorca wants to be directed to do anything, he does not want to appear to be the
forum’s director or motivator, and he has kept the forum very casual in terms of bureaucratic organization.
However, the participants themselves have set up thematic sub-groups, and have obtained the equivalent
of a US$100,000 grant for their work from the island’s government, all of which Miquel takes to be
evidence of institutional maturity.
“The Forum’s ultimate goal is to weave together all the ‘associative fabric’ of the island to create a
shared debate on how to sustain its development,” Miquel explains. “It is not enough to get the support
of the government; we need the support of the citizens and their groups.”
In fact, the sustainable development work on Menorca is so mature that it drew a visit from Theodore
Panayotou of Harvard University’s Center for International Development (CID), who worked with the
three AVINA leaders. Panayotou is a sort of international guru of sustainable development in difficult
places, and he is now arranging interchanges between the Menorca groups and organizations in other
parts of the world. CID is also beginning a study in conjunction with the AVINA marine and coastal
areas team on the competitiveness and development of islands and coastal areas.
As for Menorca, all the leaders are working quietly with their various groups to create a ‘Law of the
Biosphere Reserve’ that would set out the territorial arrangements, tourism rules, norms for natural
resource use, and mechanisms for citizen participation. But they prefer not to speak aloud of this law,
as some islanders still oppose any limits to tourism development.
Says Conxa: “Our responsibility is not to represent people or to be their voices, but to work to strengthen
their organizations, their leaders, and their own capacity to negotiate with others.”
■

■
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Marine Initiatives
By Eri c a Kn i e

T

he depletion and destruction of marine resources

stocks as governments are unable to regulate sustainable

is one of the most important and most neglected

harvest practices.

global problems.

We have found that human, social, and ecological chal-

In view of the millions of Ibero-Americans

lenges are mostly intertwined with economic realities and

living on marine resources along thousands of miles of

incentives. Thus we tend to prefer working with partners

coastline, it seems imperative for AVINA to emphasize this

who lead community-based initiatives that address these

issue. While we have a dedicated marine program, we

different issues with a comprehensive approach. Unless

nevertheless remain faithful to the core element of AVINA’s

people find ways and means to make a decent living by

mission: partnering with leaders committed to helping

principles of sustainability, they will overuse available

people in coastal areas and small islands to live in dignity,

resources, focusing on their short-term incomes at the

using marine resources efficiently so that they are available

expense of the longer-term viability of the very basis of

for future generations.

their livelihood.

While ocean issues are well established within AVINA,

AVINA facilitates the building of contacts and the building

2001 was the first year that we found a considerable number

of bridges between different actors of society. We encour-

of marine leaders throughout Latin America and in the

age our partners in the marine area to participate in networks

Mediterranean. Those leaders understand that sustaining

of CSOs and in joint efforts with business.

marine resources can help societies sustain themselves. We

Leaders on islands like Menorca, Galápagos, and others

have found people who address issues of over-fishing, not

where AVINA partners work must be able to share knowl-

least as a consequence of perverse subsidies; of the disap-

edge internationally to progress towards sustainability.

pearance of coral reefs due to pollution by agricultural

Such sharing is among the main objectives of AVINA’s

runoffs and sea levels rising; and of the collapse of fish

marine-coastal strategy.
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e want to be constantly learning from our partners. What impacts are they
achieving and what are their long-term visions for the regions where they
work? What do they think of how AVINA is serving them? And we also want
to learn from our staff about what they think of AVINA. These are guiding questions
for Knowledge and Learning at AVINA.
So for the third year in a row as part of its annual Learning Cycle, AVINA has hired
outside consultants1 to guarantee quality and confidentiality in our annual survey of
leaders and staff.
In 2001, 211 currently funded leaders and all staff were asked for their candid opinions.
The surveys focused on such topics as the AVINA network of leaders and AVINA
procedures and services. For the first time, AVINA leaders were also canvassed for their
opinions about the economic and political outlooks for their countries.
More AVINA leaders tend to support democracy than does the Latin American
population in general 2. Over 90 percent of AVINA leaders agree that democracy is
preferable to any other kind of government, compared to 48 percent of the people
of Latin America, as revealed in the general survey.
However, AVINA leaders were more critical of actual democracies than the general
population. Possibly because AVINA leaders are involved in tackling social and environmental problems, they are more aware of the limitations that governments face in
implementing social programs and environmental legislation.

W

The AVINA Learning Cycle:
Information / Knowledge / Action
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Though AVINA leaders and the general population agree that open and transparent elections are an important measure of democratic
development, AVINA leaders put much more emphasis than the general population on the importance of a fair and open justice
system for all. Both AVINA leaders and the general population do not have much confidence in the workings of political parties.
Despite their backgrounds of working with citizens’ groups, 73 percent of AVINA leaders trust the private sector, compared
to 36 percent of the general population. This bodes well for AVINA’s efforts to build links between civil society and the private
sector, so that each may benefit from the other.

Democracy Preferable
Democracy
Preferable

Authoritarian
Preferable

Trust in Institutions
Local Private
Sector

No Difference

100%

100%

50%

50%

0%

0%

■ AVINA Leaders

■ Latin America

■ AVINA Leaders

Municipal
Governments Armed Forces Political Parties

In the internal staff survey, AVINA ‘members’ – Council members, managers, and staff – also provided extensive feedback
on AVINA’s services and institutional development. They understand AVINA’s principles, identify with them, and are familiar
and comfortable with AVINA’s mission. Members feel personally engaged in the work of the organization and treated as valued
members of AVINA.
AVINA members appreciate recent improvements in information technology (IT) and communications, especially in our
project management database. AVINA must take internal and external communications seriously. Members approved of the
new look of the 2000 annual report but disliked the web site. We have redesigned the latter, taking into account the leaders’
and members’ suggestions.
Members pointed out ways in which the new human resources policy can be made more flexible so as to address local idiosyncrasies. The survey also revealed that members need additional clarity and consistency in human resources policy and implementation.
The conclusions from the leaders’ and members’ surveys will be used for service improvement and strategic planning
throughout the year. Next year, we’ll check the progress we’ve made by again listening to feedback before planning next steps.

■ Latin America

The Usefulness of AVINA Contacts and Information according to Leaders (percent)
Found AVINA’s
contacts helpful

Asked how they felt about participating in the AVINA network, our leaders shared examples of how they had helped other AVINA
leaders through advice, contacts, and strategizing. Compared to 2000, such examples of network interaction have increased significantly. In 2000, only 38 percent of AVINA leaders had been helped by other leaders. In 2001, this percentage grew to 53 percent.
Thus our leaders and partners are gradually building a functioning network.
Some 73 percent of leaders found participating in meetings with other AVINA leaders useful. Leaders agreed that AVINA
has been instrumental in helping them achieve greater local buy-in by beneficiaries. This is due to the fact that AVINA stresses
the importance of participative approaches to development: long-term success depends on consensus-building and the participation of stakeholders.
The fact that more than a quarter of leaders did not find network meetings particularly useful suggests that we need to find
more ways to support network interaction, particularly through Internet and web tools. If a leader in the Grand Chaco needs
advice on fundraising, she can find it by sharing her concern and getting support from another AVINA leader, be he in Spain,
or Patagonia. These survey results chart a path into the future: an international network of leaders serving each other to promote
local sustainable development.
Despite AVINA’s rapid growth and change over the past few years, the majority of AVINA leaders continue to rate the staff highly
in terms of professionalism and their project review and approval processes. However, this year our leaders scored us more harshly
than in 2000 as regards the disbursement process – and as a result we have streamlined disbursement procedures. Leaders gave
high marks on contacts and information we give them to help them achieve their objectives.
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Found information
provided by AVINA helpful

Year

2000

2001

2000

2001

Not useful

10

2.7

0

1.1

Somewhat useful

32.5

15.8

27.5

22.8

Fairly useful

17.5

29.3

27.5

32.6

Very useful

17.5

14.6

22.5

33.7

Not applicable

22.5

7.6

22.5

9.8

Number of Respondents

40

40

184

184

1. AVINA Leaders Survey administered by Market and Opinion Research International (MORI-Chile) in Santiago, Chile. AVINA Staff Survey
administered by OMNI Associates in Austin, Texas.
2. Leader responses were compared to the 2001 Latinobarómetro annual survey of public opinion in over 17 Latin American countries.
The Latinobarómetro survey is administered by MORI-Chile.
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VINA provides an array of services to its partners, including financial support that is
designed to make the leaders’ institutions more sustainable and to attract other
sources of funding.
In 2001, amid a general contraction in the Latin American economies, and a reduction in
the support provided by many other sources, AVINA continued its commitment to invest, to
reach a cumulative total of US$219.5 million since it began operations.
The number of initiatives funded since AVINA began – including 201 approved in 2001 –
totals 651, and the amount disbursed during 2001 was US$42.2 million (23.7 % more
than the previous year).

A

AVINA in Numbers
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Commitments

Disbursements

(US$ ‘000)

(US$ ‘000)

Since its inception, AVINA has committed to investing a total of US$219.5 million in the activities of its partners. This includes funds
already disbursed, plus money committed for payment in future years to multi-year projects. In 2001, the commitments made by
AVINA were US$43.9 million, for projects that totaled US$82.5 million, with other funding sources providing US$38.6 million.

Disbursements made for projects continued to grow in 2001 (by 23.7% compared to 2000). By the end of 2001,
there were commitments totaling US$28.8 million scheduled for payment in coming years, for multi-year projects.

New Commitments

Disbursements

1997 & Prior

1998

1999

2000

2001

Total

1,483

1,925

2,617
265
853
1,547
25
158
1,882

9,932
917
463
337
2,521
767
4,997
3,316
287
1,091
14,219
5,055

20,139

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Central America
Chile
Ecuador
Paraguay
Peru
Spain
Venezuela
Strategic Initiatives
Others

1,150
1,943
750

872
962

55,677
18,658

4,810
11,445
2,900

452
56
12,183
5,874

4,182
1,440
1,079
1,160
1,581
889
3,542
2,848
360
653
22,139
3,013

Total by Year

81,465

25,352

25,912

42,886

43,902

Cumulative

81,465

106,817

132,729

175,615

219,517

125
1,679

1,715
723

1997 & Prior

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

22,424

6,019

375

Disbursements*

2,622

Total by Year

4,235

Cumulative

58,425

24,502

29,650

34,093

42,163

82,927

112,577

146,670

188,833

5,446
4,127

Commitments for future disbursements

2,964

Total by Year

13,236
7,876

* Figures do not include operating expenses of Representatives’ offices and service centers, which in 2001 amounted to less than 22% of total expenditures

1,099
6,610
115,663
35,550

2001 Approved Projects
Including Counterpart Commitments
Total

Counterpart

% of
Counterpart

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Central America
Chile
Ecuador
Paraguay
Peru
Spain
Venezuela
Strategic Initiatives
Others

19,415
2,149
808
1,149
5,237
1,907
12,919
6,767
627
1,136
23,574
6,832

9,483
1,232
345
812
2,715
1,140
7,922
3,451
340
45
9,355
1,778

49%
57%
43%
71%
52%
60%
61%
51%
54%
4%
40%
26%

Total 2001

82,520

38,618

Cumulative Commitments

250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
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1998
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2000

2001

& Prior
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Disbursements by Year

Cumulative Disbursements
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1998

1999

2000

2001

Approved Projects

Strategic Initiatives
(US$ ‘000)

The relevance of strategic initiatives can be captured by the constant increase in strategic initiative related disbursements.The
large portion of funding for strategic initiatives reflects AVINA’s view that this is a cost-effective manner of operating, reaching
out through those who already have built significant networks, credibility, and action capabilities.

Since it began operations, AVINA has supported 651 projects, 201 of which were approved in the year 2001.
Thus AVINA continues to increase its number of partners each year.

Approved Projects

Approved projects
Cumulative projects

Strategic Initiative Commitments*

1997 & Prior

1998

1999

2000

2001

93
93

81
174

117
291

159
450

201

1998

Alliance for Global Sustainability
Ashoka
Fe y Alegría -AUSJAL
FUNDES
INCAE
Others

651

Total

% of AVINA total commitments

1999

2000

2001

2,069
150
4,061
315
4,850

70
1,052
7,553
1,390
2,118

201
7,990
2,567
5,738
4,288
1,355

2,000
984
2,622
8,249

11,445

12,183

22,139

14,219

45%

47%

52%

32%

364

* Prior year figures may differ in some cases due to the reclassification of projects to Strategic Initiatives.
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2001 Approved Projects by Countr y
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Argentina 68
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Peru 21
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Paraguay 23
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2000

Ecuador 9
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Chile 15

Brazil 10
Central America 13
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14,996

14,423

18,244

21,381

61%

49%

54%

51%
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Directors
AVINA Foundation, Switzerland

Administration

Council

P.O. Box 1474
8640 Hurden, Switzerland
Tel.: +41 (55) 415 1111
Fax: +41 (55) 415 1150
Email: foundation@avina.net

Evelyn Braun

Stephan Schmidheiny, President
Brizio Biondi-Morra
Peter Cleaves
Roberto Codas
Peter Fuchs
Erica Knie
Lloyd Timberlake*

Board

Stephan Schmidheiny, Chair
Peter Fuchs
Jacques Kaegi
Erich Stoeckli

* Until December 31, 2001

Offices and Contacts
Asuncion, Paraguay

Cordoba, Argentina

Marine-Coastal Resources

San Jose, Costa Rica

Raul Gauto
Iniciativa para el Liderazgo en
Desarrollo Sostenible
Bruselas 2688 c/ Denis Roa
Barrio Herrera
Asunción, Paraguay
Tel.: +595 (21) 612 746
Fax: +595 (21) 602 381
Email:
info.asuncion@avina.net

Germán Castellanos
Fundación Iniciativas de
Desarrollo Sustentable
Figueroa Alcorta, 318 (5105)
Villa Allende
Córdoba, Argentina
Tel.: +54 (35) 4343 6181
Fax: +54 (35) 4343 1204
Email: info.cordoba@avina.net

Carlos De Paco
Tel.: +506 210 0825
Fax: +506 210 0820
Email: info.mar@avina.net

Brizio Biondi Morra
P.O. Box 3988-1000
San José, Costa Rica
Tel.: +506 210 0862
Fax: +506 210 0820
Email:
info.costarica@avina.net

Miami, Florida, United States

Georg Engeli
AVINA Foundation
USA Branch
2601 South Bayshore Drive
Suite 2000
Coconut Grove, Florida 33133
United States
Tel.: +1 (305) 858 0373
Fax: +1 (305) 858 4372
Email: info.miami@avina.net

Ecuador
Brazil

Peter Cleaves
Email: info.brasil@avina.net

Roberto Codas
Email: info.andes@avina.net
Lima, Peru

Buenos Aires, Argentina

Carmen Olaechea
Fundación Iniciativas de
Desarrollo Sustentable
Parera 15, piso 8 (1014)
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Tel./Fax: +54 (11) 4812 6776
Email:
info.buenosaires@avina.net

Baltazar Caravedo
Liderazgo para el Desarrollo
Sostenible
Av. Camino Real 1236, piso 6
San Isidro
Lima, Perú
Tel.: +51 (1) 221 5070
+51 (1) 440 6438
Fax: +51 (1) 421 6017
Email: info.lima@avina.net

Chillan, Chile

Paola Berdichevsky
Constitución 1085
Casilla de Correos 1168
Chillán, Chile
Tel.: +56 (42) 240 150
+56 (42) 244 604
Fax: +56 (42) 244 599
Email: info.chillan@avina.net

Madrid, Spain

Arturo López Ornat
Pangea
Hilarión Eslava 38, piso 5
Madrid 28015, España
Tel.: +34 (91) 544 3848
+34 (91) 549 6357
Fax: +34 (91) 544 1591
Email: info.madrid@avina.net
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Santa Cruz, Bolivia

Gabriel Baracatt
Calle Los Flamboyanes No. 10
Barrio Sirari
Santa Cruz, Bolivia
Tel.: +591 (3) 343 6256
Email:
info.santacruz@avina.net

Montevideo, Uruguay

Santiago, Chile

Enrique Piedra Cueva
Mar Mediterráneo 5544
Montevideo, Uruguay
Tel.: +598 (2) 606 2470
Email:
info.montevideo@avina.net

Verónica Edwards
Santa Magdalena 75, of. 907
Providencia
Santiago, Chile
Tel.: +56 (2) 248 0280
Email: info.santiago@avina.net

Patagonia (Argentina-Chile)

Venezuela

Pedro Tarak
Tel./Fax: +54 (11) 4812 6776
Email:
info.patagonia@avina.net

Roberto Codas
Email: info.andes@avina.net
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